PHYSICIAN SCALES
From state-of-the-art sonar height rods and advanced electronics
to traditional weighbeam physician scales
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DETECTO is the largest medical scale manufacturer in the US, and the flagship product from the beginning has been the company’s well-known
physician scale. DETECTO’s traditional weigh beam eye-level design has been around for over 120 years, being used by doctors, nurses, and
healthcare professionals around the world. DETECTO has also developed state-of-the-art digital physician scale models to meet the demands of
today’s medical world, including touchless sonar height rods.

solo®

apex® Series

icon®

Eye-Level Digital Scale
with Inline Mechanical
Height Rod

Eye-Level Digital Scales
with Inline Mechanical
or Sonar Height Rods

Premium Eye-Level
Digital Scale with Touchless
Sonar Height Rod

DETECTO’s solo®
eye-level clinical scale
is the most economical,
high-quality digital
physician scale with
height rod available.
The solo® scale features
550 lb x 0.2 lb /
250 kg x 0.1 kg capacity,
14 in W x 15 in D x 2.4 in H
low-profile platform, inline
mechanical height rod (measures 30 in
to 84.5 in / 76 cm to 214.5 cm), and a
RS232 serial port.

DETECTO’s apex® eye-level
digital physician scales
feature inline mechanical
height rods or touchless
sonar height rods and an
extra-wide, flat platform
measuring 17 in W x
17 in D x 2.75 in H. The
apex® scale features
600 lb x 0.2 lb /
300 kg x 0.1 kg capacity and
0.75-inch-high clinical-blue LCD weight
readouts. Wi-Fi/Bluetooth models
are available.

DETECTO’s icon® eye-level
digital physician scales
feature state-of-the-art
sonar height rods and an
ultra-thin platform only
1.5 inches high. The icon®
series scales feature an
extra-high 1,000-lb capacity,
multi-color touchscreen
LCD display, 0.9-inch-high
LCD weight digits, Wi-Fi/
Bluetooth for wireless EMR/
EHR, and a 17 in W x 17 in D
weighing platform.

Weighbeam
Series

APEX-RI Series

SOLO-RI

Digital LowProfile Scales
with Remote Display

Digital Low-Profile
Scale with Remote
Display

DETECTO’s APEX-RI series portable
scales with remote indicators feature
an extra-wide platform measuring 17
in W x 17 in D x 2.75 in H, 600 lb x 0.2
lb / 300 kg x 0.1 kg capacity, 0.75-inchhigh clinical-blue LCD weight
readouts, 6 ft/1.8 m cable from the
scale base to indicator, and integral
carrying handle. Wi-Fi/Bluetooth
models are available.

DETECTO’s SOLO-RI scale has a low-profile
scale base with 7.25 ft / 2.2 m cable to the
remote display, so you can position the
indicator wherever it’s most convenient for
viewing. The scale features 550 lb x 0.2 lb / 250
kg x 0.1 kg capacity, 14 in W x 15 in D x 2.5 in H
platform, Body Mass Index, 1-inch-high LCD
digits, 6 AA batteries (included), OneWeigh
units locking, and countertop or wall-mount
bracket (included).

Eye-Level Mechanical
Weighbeam Scales With
Height Rod, Handpost,
and/or Wheels
DETECTO’s world-renowned
weighbeam physician scales
feature a 10.5 in x 14.5 in
(27 cm x 37 cm) platform and
dual-reading die-cast weighbeam which
may be read from either side of the scale.
Thirteen different models are available in lb,
lb/kg, and kg with capacities of 440 lb/200
kg, 450 lb, or 200 kg and accessories such as
handposts, height rods, and wheels.

Learn More:

https://detecto.com/product/product-category/Physician-Scales

DETECTO reserves the right to improve, enhance,
or modify features and specifications without prior notice.
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